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procrastination. I have started some very excellent ideas of saving time and

arranging just within the last two or three months that I wish I had started

30 years ago. It is very easy to put things off and put things off, especially

when things are on a small (?) u scale (?) (nt clear). If (?) When(?) they (

we (?) you(?) get on to a bigger scale it is much harder to make a change

Most TM libraries 40 years ago followed the x Dewey system of classification.
of the

Today I believe most/libraries follow the Library of Congress system or some

adaptation, and many a library has found it necessary to make a shift. They

found that one system or the other another works better for theme It

is very impXm important to think these things through before you start

as j2 far as possible , not to put it off. Besides, what will be most

useful for you now, and what will be most ii helpful for the years ahead,
(notclear)

and therefore it is very self-important in these things to work out a
(sounds like "gumpits")

system the (?) were a system there, a system that will.

save you time and help you to accomplish much more in the LOrd 'd service.

Now number 5 -small 5

5. Meaning of the pillar of cloud for our lives. The pillar

of cloud led the Israelites through the wilderness. Whether it led them all

the time or not we are not sure. I think there is strong reason to think

that it was intermittent, but it was definitely there, the pillar of cloud

leading them in their very important pilgrimage, their wilderness m journey.

And every Chn' is now in a wilderness journey. He has left Egypt, he is on

his way to the promised land Promised Land but he has not yet come there.

And in the journey of his life it is tremendously important that he see

the importance for him of everything that was important in the journey of

the Israeliites.. And so the meaning of the pillar of cloud for our lives
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